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a.k.a.
Can’t find your
ancestor on the
passenger lists?
DID THEY COME UNDER AN

ASSUMED

NAME
by Marietta M. Glauser

Growing up, I knew who my grandfather was. He
was Nick Diamanti, sheep man and resident of
Helper, Utah. He was born and raised in
Maurolitharion, a little village in the mountains of
central Greece. He immigrated to the United States
in the early 1900s. He had brothers who immigrated
before he did and one who came after him. My
grandmother, Maria Florias, emigrated1 from the
same little village several years after my grandfather. They were married February 1, 19142 in Helper,
Utah, by the local Greek Orthodox priest. They had
six children born between 1914 and 1923, four sons
and two daughters, the last being my mother.
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Right top: A 1970 photo of the current
Greek Orthodox Church which replaced the
earlier one that burned.
Bottom: Maurolitharion, (Fokidof Nomos,
or County) Greece.

Soundex for any and all spelling
variations of Diamanti that I had
seen or could possibly come up
with. Nothing. I checked the book
Greek Immigrant Passengers,
1885-1910: A Guide and Index to
Researching
Early
Greek
Immigrants. Again, nothing.
I did find my grandmother
(spelling wrong of course) with her
cousin and uncle on the S.S. Martha
Wassington [sic] ship manifest5 for
the year 1913, as was stated in the
1920 census. With the story about
Grandpa floating around in the back
of my mind, I searched any and all
ports of entry for him from 1907 to
1910, from the ports of San
Francisco
to
Cuba
to
Philadelphia

to Boston to New York, all to no
avail. For all I knew, he could have
been a “stow away” or jumped ship
with no record of his arrival.
My grandparent’s marriage
record was of no help as “Nic
Diumanti married Mary Florges” on
1 Feb 19146 by the Greek Orthodox
Priest with no other helpful information given. I searched the passenger
lists again, and again I came up
empty. I expressed utter frustration
to my mother, who by this time was
beginning to take an interest in her
family history.
On a visit with her brother,
Mother drove the short distance to
Price (the County Seat and
District Court for Carbon
County, Utah) to see what she
could uncover. I had told her
on one occasion that his
naturalization
records
should be in Price. I
received a phone call from
her that evening and in an
almost singsong voice she
ard.
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I had heard stories of my grandmother’s trip to America. Before her
death I used to ask her if she would
ever like to return to her hometown
in Greece. The answer was always
the same, in very broken English,
“No. All I left there was poverty.”
They were not wealthy people.
It wasn’t until years after I was
married and my grandparents had
long since passed away, that I began
to take an interest in the past. My
uncles told me their version of the
story of Grandpa’s coming to
America. When Grandfather was a
young man living in Greece with his
family, he was sent to tend his
father’s flock of sheep. Apparently, a
man came to the place where
Grandpa kept the sheep, intent on
stealing some sheep. There was a
struggle and not too long
afterwards Grandpa found
himself on a ship to America
where he joined his brothers
who were living in Utah. Years
later when my mother was
visiting relatives in Greece, she
was told by one of them that
Grandpa stayed with them until his
boat left for America. After Mother’s
revelation, my curiosity got the
better of me and my search began.
I found Grandpa in the 1910 U.S.
Census for Helper, Carbon County,
Utah.3 According to the census
record, he was listed as the “head of
household,” he immigrated in 1907
and his younger brother, who
arrived in 1910, was living in the
same household. The 1920 U.S.
Census for Helper, Carbon County,
Utah,4 again listed him as “head of
household,” with his wife and three
sons and recorded that he had immigrated in 1909 and Grandmother in
1913. A search of the passenger lists
for New York for the years 1907 to
1910 revealed nothing. I checked the
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Courtesy of the Peabody Museum of Salem.

S.S. Laura, 1907 Austro American Line.

Nick and Maria Diamanti,
about 1914.
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third cards were the “jackpots.” The
second card was a name change
card. On it, the family name was
“DIAMANTI,
Changed
from
(DELIBASSIS), the given name
“Nick Changed from (Dimitrios).”10
It referenced his previous petitions
in the District Court, Price, Utah.
The port and date of arrival were

Left page: The Declaration of Intention for
Nick Diamanti dated July 1916. Overlaying
that, shows the ship Nick immigrated on,
the S.S. Laura (Austro American Line).
Below that are the three index cards
referring to his naturalization process.
This page, above, Nick Diamanti
Declaration of Petition. Below: The court
order denying his petition.

chanted: “Guess what I found, guess
what I found!” Then she proceeded
to tell me that she had found the
“Declaration of Intent”7 and “Petition
for Naturalization”8 for my grandfather. On both the Declaration and
Petition he had given the Laura as
the ship’s name and the date of
arrival as the 26th of January 1908.
That gave me some hope. Sleuth
that I am, I quickly decided that all
I had to do now was go to the date
of arrival and ship’s name and,

bingo, I’ll find him! But Mom
wasn’t finished—the best part was
yet to come. It was not the
Declaration and Petition that were
the missing pieces to my puzzle,
but the three index cards she
found referring to his naturalization process.
The first card was the “Date of
order of admission”9 dated January
6, 1927 gave all of the pertinent
information about Nick, his family,
and his citizenship. The second and

the same as those given on the petitions. The third card was exactly
the same as the first with the
following exceptions: “DELIBASSIS,
Changed to (DIAMANTI)” and the
given name “Dimitrios Changed to
(Nick).”11
Armed with the information
Mother gave me, I was able to go to
the Family History Library and find
the ship’s manifest for the Laura12
and there, as big as life, on page 185,
line 25, was Grandpa “Dimitrios
Delibassis a.k.a. Nick Diamanti.”
I eventually made my own trip to
the District Court in Price, and
made copies of all of the information regarding Grandpa’s naturalization. He had applied several times
before he was naturalized. His petition was denied in 1923. Then the
name change information was
revealed and he was finally naturalized on 6 January 1927.13
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If you have searched passenger
records inside and out, checking
every possible spelling for your
family name, try “Naturalization
Records.” They will give you the
name of the ship your ancestor
traveled on and the date of
arrival. Check all of the information tucked away in the file.
You just may find that your
ancestor was actually a.k.a.
‘Somebody Else.’ n
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Dimitrios) Immigration and Naturalization
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Delibassis, Dimitrios (changed to Nick
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Next to Nick stands his wife Maria. Children
from left to right, William, Chris, Stella, Katherine,
and Lee, taken in Helper or Price, Utah.
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Left: The photographer wrote on the back of this
photo noting details like color of hair and clothes.

